MSPICE DRESSING is a seasoning line, that includes
tasty and traditional options for seasoning dressings.
We have a long history in flavoring products and with
a strong knowledge and good raw materials it’s
possible to create balanced flavors for dressings with
a nice appearance as well. Ground and crushed spices
and herbs together with flavors in a dressing brings
maybe an essential addition to food. A delicious
dressing can be used as a salad dressing, dip, sauce or
whatever. Together with CEBASTAB stabilizers it’s
possible to make ready dressings from the very
beginning.
BENEFITS TO THE PROCESS AND FINAL PRODUCT
HIGH QUALITY

Seasonings are made from best raw materials to maximize the intensity of the taste.

EASY MADE

Seasonings include everything needed to the perfect flavour.

NEW IDEAS

We offer new ideas for amazing tastes.

MSG FREE

No added sodium glutamate.

Product range:
❖ MSPICE DRESSING
RANCH

❖ MSPICE DRESSING
CAESAR

❖ MSPICE DRESSING

Tomato based ranch is a well-known flavor in snacks and dips, but
fits also perfectly for dressings. Dosage 2-4%.
A tasteful classic with a lovely hint of cheese flavor.
Dosage 10%.
Sweet seasoning that respects the origins from America. Allergen free.

COLE SLAW

Dosage 4%.

❖

MSPICE DRESSING
GREEK

Authentic dressing with typical flavors from Greek kitchen.
Perfect combination of basilica, garlic, rosemary, cucumber and olive oil.
Dosage 1,5%.

❖

MSPICE DRESSING
MEDITER

Dressing straight from Mediterranean! Sun dried tomato, garlic, paprika and
Mediterranean herbs. Dosage 3-4%.

❖ MSPICE DRESSING
TZATZIKI

Dreaming about a delicious and creamy tzatziki? This seasoning
for yoghurt based dressing gives includes lots of flavors. Chive
mint, dill, garlic, cucumber. Dosage 14%.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this bulletin is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. Any recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty or guarantee since the conditions
of use are beyond our control. It is the user’s responsibility to make sure that the use of our products is in accordance with existing legislation.

